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We bring the best of our collective experience, energy and creative power to fiercely safeguard our clients and fortify their communities.
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We bring the best of our collective experience, energy and creative power to fiercely safeguard our clients and fortify their communities.
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menu description
Automate, accelerate and centralise third party risk management across your critical service providers and other relationships with our market-leading solution.
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Automate, accelerate and centralise third party risk management across your critical service providers and other relationships with our market-leading solution.
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menu description
The only comprehensive solution for Bank Network Management, supporting most of the world’s largest banks manage their complex global networks, local market exposures and compliance requirements.
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The only comprehensive solution for Bank Network Management, supporting most of the world’s largest banks manage their complex global networks, local market exposures and compliance requirements.
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The world’s leading global advisory practice for financial market infrastructures since 1994, supporting FMIs to manage risk, regulation and market transformation.
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The world’s leading global advisory practice for financial market infrastructures since 1994, supporting FMIs to manage risk, regulation and market transformation.
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We provide expert advisory services for custody, investment operations and strategy, as well as a powerful solution for Operational Due Diligence (ODD), third party risk and compliance.
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We provide expert advisory services for custody, investment operations and strategy, as well as a powerful solution for Operational Due Diligence (ODD), third party risk and compliance.
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Orbit Intelligence captures your risk landscape, pulling together insights from across the platform. It centralises risk analysis, data, and news on your portfolio of monitored organisations.
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Orbit Intelligence captures your risk landscape, pulling together insights from across the platform. It centralises risk analysis, data, and news on your portfolio of monitored organisations.
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menu description
Orbit Diligence automates your DDQ and RFI processes for a wide range of use cases, accessing a library of off-the-shelf questionnaires and risk frameworks, freeing up valuable resources.
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Orbit Diligence automates your DDQ and RFI processes for a wide range of use cases, accessing a library of off-the-shelf questionnaires and risk frameworks, freeing up valuable resources.
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menu description
Enhance your cyber risk management by gaining complete visibility over your attack surface. Orbit Security monitors for breaches and vulnerabilities that could be exploited by threat actors, so you can prioritise remediation.
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Enhance your cyber risk management by gaining complete visibility over your attack surface. Orbit Security monitors for breaches and vulnerabilities that could be exploited by threat actors, so you can prioritise remediation.
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menu description
Manage your exposure to critical third parties with continuous, data-driven monitoring. Analyse any entity’s security posture with Orbit Security Ratings and digitised IT Security questionnaires.
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Manage your exposure to critical third parties with continuous, data-driven monitoring. Analyse any entity’s security posture with Orbit Security Ratings and digitised IT Security questionnaires.
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menu description
Orbit Security Ratings are an automated, powerful way to continuously monitor the cyber security posture of your organisation and the third parties it relies on, with data-driven analytics so you can enhance the security of your ecosystem.
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Orbit Security Ratings are an automated, powerful way to continuously monitor the cyber security posture of your organisation and the third parties it relies on, with data-driven analytics so you can enhance the security of your ecosystem.
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menu description
Achieve trust, transparency and security with a single platform. A leading solution for companies looking to digitise and automate their risk management, leveraging Intelligence, Diligence and Security.
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Achieve trust, transparency and security with a single platform. A leading solution for companies looking to digitise and automate their risk management, leveraging Intelligence, Diligence and Security.
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	 About Us


 Under cyber attack?
Call our incident response team 24/7 on +44 (0) 207 459 4888 for immediate help from our friendly experts




Non-urgent queries
For all non-urgent enquiries, call +44 (0) 208057 7098
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Our Risk Solutions

Navigating an ever-changing risk environment takes specialist skills and expertise. We combine decades of experience in the most complex industries with award-winning technology to guide you through a world that's interconnected like never before.
Speak to an expert








   

 
   

Cyber Risk
In today’s complex threat environment, your organisation needs a data-driven, intelligent approach to cyber security. Our award-winning platform enables you to monitor and manage cyber risks to your company and its wider community.
Whatever sector you’re in, or wherever you are in the world, you can combat the risk of cybercrime with Thomas Murray’s advanced cyber threat intelligence software and expertise.

 Read more
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Third-Party Risk
A third party is anyone your organisation deals with – from contractors, suppliers and vendors through to partners, clients and shareholders. 
Eliminating third-party risk is impossible because of the complex web of relationships that a modern organisation needs if it is to function effectively. What matters is mitigating the risk, and knowing how to deal with it.

 Read more




 
  

Bank Network Management
Thomas Murray is the leading provider of data, risk analysis, expertise, and technology to the Network Management, Post-Trade and Custody industry.
Eighty percent of top-tier Global Custodian banks work with Thomas Murray because of our purpose-built technology, global coverage, market data and unique, authoritative analysis.

 Read more
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Capital Markets
For nearly 30 years, our experts have been working with post-trade infrastructures in the financial sector to deliver mission-critical advisory projects for central securities depositories (CSDs), stock exchanges, central banks and third parties and central counterparties (CCPs) regulators.

 Read more




 
  

Fund Services
Funds can be heavily exposed to a challenging array of markets, service providers, regulations and threats.
Thomas Murray is a specialist in risk intelligence for the investment management industry, providing expert, data-led insight. We monitor markets, service providers, threats and regulations.

 Read more
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We Safeguard Clients and Their Communities
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“Thomas Murray has been a very valuable partner in the selection process of our new custodian for Petroleum Development Oman Pension Fund.”
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"Thomas Murray now plays a key role in helping us to detect and remediate issues in our security posture, and to quantify ATHEX's security performance to our directors and customers."
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“Thomas Murray provides Northern Trust with a range of RFP products, services and technology, delivering an efficient and cost-effective solution that frees our network managers up to focus on higher Value activities.”
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Featured
Thomas Murray launches Cyber Risk practice with key strategic hire
Leading global risk intelligence firm Thomas Murray has announced the launch of its Cyber Risk advisory practice today with the key strategic…
Continue reading
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Featured
Tabletop exercises: Where to start
Knowing how to deal with the fallout from a major cyber incident is just as important as knowing how to prepare for one.
In cyber security…
Continue reading
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Featured
Thomas Murray announces Malta agreement with Diligex
Thomas Murray, the global risk intelligence and cyber security firm, today announced a distribution agreement with Diligex. Diligex is a…
Continue reading
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Featured
Getting ready for DORA with Spitz Poulle Kannan

Continue reading
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